Comprehensive Legal Research Application

More than 1.1 million lawyers nationwide turn to Fastcase to smartly complete their legal research needs. Fastcase proudly partners with other 50 national, state, and county bar associations to provide a comprehensive legal research member benefit. Additionally, Fastcase partners with law firms of all sizes, law school, law libraries, correctional facilities and governments.

Within Fastcase legal research, users will find over 750 books, treatises, and journals available to meet their practice needs, along with partner service integrations such as Docket Alarm, HeinOnline, LexBlog, Clio, Courtroom Insight, and TransUnion. See today why Fastcase is a smarter way to legal research.

Fastcase includes smarter technology solutions enabling users to be faster:

- Integrated algorithmic citation analysis
- Interactive Timeline visualizations of search results
- Automated statutory annotations
- Docket Alarm’s database of 400+ million briefs, pleadings, motions and orders
- Over 750 books, treatises, and journals from Full Court Press and publishing partners such as American Bar Association, Littler Mendelson, Wolters Kluwer, American Bankruptcy Institute
- Integrated law review articles from HeinOnline
- Clio matter management software integration
- Expert witness database from Courtroom Insight
- TransUnion TLCxp public records
- Attorney opinions from LexBlog

We provide our users with unlimited usage, unlimited printing, and toll-free phone and live chat customer-service support — all at no additional cost.

Our Content

Fastcase puts the whole national law library on any internet connected device with cloud-based access to cases, statutes, regulations, and court rules, right at your fingertips. Fastcase’s comprehensive coverage can be viewed at Fastcase.com/coverage.

Sync with Mobile Devices

With the Mobile Sync feature from Fastcase, you can sync the work you do on your desktop with your iPad, iPhone, or Android mobile app. Download a tutorial guide now.

“

I am a solo practitioner who loves Fastcase. Almost spent a fortune on Westlaw but now I know that would have been a huge mistake. Fastcase has everything I need.”

— Jack Grimes, Attorney

Questions? Email us at support@fastcase.com or contact us by phone at (866) 773-2782
Fastcase legal research.

**SMARTER SEARCH**
Best results first.

**SMARTER RESULTS**
Visualize search results with timeline view.

**SMARTER PRINTING**
Dual-column and batch printing.

**SMARTER PRICING**
Highest value-to-price ratio in the industry.

1.866.773.2782
sales@fastcase.com

711 D Street NW
Suite 200
Washington, DC 20004

www.fastcase.com

FASTCASE
World-class legal research.

NEXT CHAPTER
Bankruptcy forms & workflow.

DOCKET ALARM
Dockets and analytics.

FULL COURT PRESS
Expert treatises.

AI SANDBOX
Custom AI tools with Fastcase data.

LAWSTREET MEDIA
Legal news.
Smarter Legal Technology
Research Tools, Data Feeds, & More

**Fastcase Legal Research**

More than 1.1 million lawyers nationwide turn to Fastcase to smartly complete their legal research needs.

Within Fastcase legal research, users will also find over 750 books, treatises, and journals available to meet their practice needs, along with partner service integrations such as Docket Alarm, HeinOnline, LexBlog, Clio, Courtroom Insight, and TransUnion.

- Cloud-based access to cases, statutes, regulations, and court rules, right at your fingertips.
- Integrated algorithmic citation analysis
- Automated statutory annotations
- Expert witness database from Courtroom Insight
- Unlimited usage, printing, and toll-free phone and live chat

**Docket Alarm**

Search millions of lawsuits, track cases on any device, keep track of deadlines, and analyze outcomes for competitive advantage.

- Advanced docket research with over half a billion records
- Coverage includes Federal, State, plus PTAB, TTAB, ITC and NLRB decisions, all in one place
- Real-time docket alerts: ECF and new lawsuit alerts
- Calendaring and docketing to keep track of local rules deadlines
- Advanced out-of-the-box PTAB and TTAB analytics
- Customized litigation analytics based on judge, court, and more
- Integration with Courtroom Insight

**APIs**

Bring Fastcase & Docket Alarm data feeds to your organization.

**Fastcase**

Retrieve any primary data present on the Fastcase database like case opinions.

Public Linking feature allows your organization or clients direct access to any document in Fastcase with your branding.

**Docket Alarm**

Build custom dashboards for your attorneys and clients with live data direct from the court.

Automate many repetitive legal tasks like conflict checks, document management, and marketing.
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